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Edward the Fourth  consulted  prophecies when in  doubt, and partly 6n the strength
of  a  doubtful threat contained in one sent a  brother  to execution.

Thus  the .frequ'ently-quoted modern authority on political prophecy, Rupert
Taylor, in 191 1.‘ The prophecy referred to is the so-called  ‘prophecy of 6’. It first
occured in John  Rous’ Historia  Regum Angliae,  written between  1489  and  1491:

And because there was  a  prophecy that  after B, that is Edward IV, G would reign,
on the strength of  these  obscure words George, Duke of Clarence, the  middle
brother  between  King Edward and King Richard, because of this  Duke  George was
kill'ed. And the other G, that  is Gloucester, lived  on until he had fulfilled  the,
prophecy.

Rous’ text  was probably used by Polydore Vergil3 and  Thomas  More. Vergil
expressed  doubts  about the prophecy as the cause of Clarence’ s  downfall, but he
repeated it:

A  report was eaven then spred emongest the common people, that  the King was
afeard, by reason of a soothsayers prophecy, and so became incensyd against his
broother George,.which prophecy was, that  ,after  King Edward, showld raigne
soome one the first letter of whose name should be G. And because the  devels  ar
wont  in  that  sort to  envcgle  the mynds of them who  conceave  pleasures in such
illusions, with ther crafty conoeytes and subtylties, menn sayd afterwardes that the
-same prophecy tooke  effect, whan after Edward the duke of Gloucester usurpyd the .
kingdom.  4  -

In the  ‘better’ 'editions of Thomas More’s The  History of n  Richard  III the
prophecy is not mentioned, but it does appear in the Hardyng-Hall-Grafton
editions of '1 543-50, and it is possible that it formed  part  of More’s original draft
—  More  himself could  have  got the story from Rous or Vergil, or  common
report.’ This  version of The  History gives the prophecy a dramatic context and
places it firmly before the accession of Henry VII.  The  drama  is certainly More’s
invention. The scene is Pontefract, the date presumably the historical one of 25'
June 1483, and the action the execution of Anthony Woodville, Richard Grey,
Thomas Vaughan  and ‘William Haute’, arrested by Richard of Gloucester two
months earlier. ‘



. sir  Thomas-Vaughan goyng to his'death sayd, A  we worthe  them that toke  the
prophecie  that  G. should destroy kyng Edwardes  qhildren, meaning that by the
duke of  Clarence  lorde George which for that s_uspicion is  nowe  dead, but nowe
remayneth Richard G. duke of Gloucester, whiche now I see is he  that  sh'al and  wyll
accomplishe the prqphecye and destroy kyng Edwardes chyldi'en and all their alyes

vand frendes, as it appeareth by us this  day, . .  .
This  prophec'y like all others, as Sir Francis  Bacon  judiciously remarked,‘ was ‘by
idle and crafty brains merely contrived and feigned, after the  past  event’ and  niust
be dated, at the earliest, after Richard of Gloucester’ 5  progress towards the
.thrgne had become evident. It was only then  that some wit could realise the
ominous possibilities of the innocent coincidence of Gs. It 1s more likely that it
was composed After the accession of Henry VII, and later cleverly ascribed, by
More  or others, to  Vaughan  as  a  bitter lament on his fate and the political
developments that preceded his death  7

Educated  men, like Vergil, might ascribe  prophecies  to the common people
and suggest that they themselves were  above  such naive credulity, but the
repetition of the prophecy of G and the large number of surviving texts  of  other
similar prophecies is  ample  evidence that the educated were as credulous as the
common people and  quite  as guiltypf circulating such tales_.
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